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Welcome

If judging a book by its cover is a crime, we’re all guilty. You may 
not want to admit it but when iconic designer, Dieter Rams stated 
“good design is aesthetic” (Vitsoe, 2004) he was explaining how 
products of an aesthetic quality influence our person and wellbeing. 
Design has the power to entice, and it’s everywhere.

For businesses without design, they have no brand and therefore, no 
identity. They are boring and instantly forgettable; no-one wants that, 
right? As an entrepreneur, it’s vital that colleagues and customers 
understand your vision. You need a loyal audience who enable you to 
fulfil your dreams and be the biz-boss you know you are. 

Our down-to-earth guide is split into two parts, so you can tackle 
your brand at your own pace. Together, we’ll explore real-world 
examples, accredited research and industry expertise. We’ve 
tailored advice for beginners, perfectionists and magnates in this 
practical, easy-to-follow guide.
 
Part one will give you the confidence to create and conquer 
with incredible branding that truly reflects you. Brand talk is 
everywhere but what does it all mean? This part will help you set 
the foundations for your business’ visual identity and language. 

Been there and got the t-shirt? We wrote part two with you in 
mind. We will help you to lead your brand and tell your story. If 
your brand has been tweaked little and often, it’s easy to get lost 
and forget why you started. Our guide will help you implement 
your branding whilst keeping your brand values at your core.
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“I’m building a brand...” 

“...I’m always busy”.
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Part One
Defining your Brand
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What is Branding?
When most people hear the word ‘branding’ they think logo and 
colour scheme. These are both important ways to visualise your 
brand’s message, but branding is, in fact, so much more. Branding 
is managing your customers’ expectations. Creative director 
and industry expert, Drew de Soto, describes branding as “the 
language” of the company. This is how you communicate with your 
customers (2017, p.51). From your tone of voice to the way you style 
photography, you are sending a message to your audience.

We have all been guilty of judging a company by their logo, 
getting hung up on the visuals and ignoring the bigger picture. 
Let’s reiterate, branding is in fact, so much more. Yes, the logo 
is the badge brands wear proudly. It sets the all-important first 
impressions for customers but we’re only scratching the surface. 
Branding can include:

• Brand Mission 
Define your story within a succinct statement

• Customer Profile 
Always keep your dream audience in mind

• Brand Essence 
Emotive words that encapsulate your brand

• Brand Thesaurus 
A list of on-brand and off-brand words

• Logo Design 
The emblem your brand wears proudly

• Colour Scheme 
Sustain your brand with consistent colour

• Typography 
The fonts your brand uses to communicate

• Visual Assets 
Extra brand visuals such as iconography
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• Mood board 
Outline your aesthetic with a mood board

• Guidelines 
All brand assets curated in one document

• Patterns 
A suite of patterns are great for adding visual interest

• Ident 
See your branding in motion with an animated logo

• Tone of Voice 
Ensure your audience responds positively to your copy

• Iconography 
Highlight key information and values with brand icons

• Call to Action 
What do you want your audience to do when they see your 
brand?

• Photography Style 
Show attention to detail with coherent photography

These are all delicious ingredients you can throw into your 
branding mix. How many are you familiar with? What’s your 
recipe looking like? Do you want your brand to be an indulgent 
chocolate cake with a depth of flavour? Maybe you’re comfortable 
as a classic sponge? Or perhaps nothing has come to fruition?

Have fun with your recipe.

Brand guidelines (the recipe) are essential in ensuring a consistent 
and coherent brand that your customers trust, instantly recognise, 
and love. A lack of brand direction could be damaging your 
relationship with your audience and wasting your investment. 

Why Brand?
Invest in design and your brand could become instantly 
recognisable, your website will become beautifully functional and 
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your store will be the go-to destination. Remember, you will earn 
more money from your branding than your designer ever made 
creating it. Understanding your brand can help you influence what 
comes to your customers’ minds when they see your product or 
service. Brand design is no luxury.

In an unpredictable and saturated marketplace, how do brands 
position themselves above the rest and make themselves irresistible? 
Design. Experienced business consultant, David Aaker (2010) 
compared branding to a ship facing upcoming battle. Competitors 
are your enemy ships. By knowing their location, direction and 
strength, you can captain your ship to success through positioning 
yourself strategically.

Think about the endless cartons of milk you see at the supermarket. 
For so long, we picked up the store’s own-brand of skimmed, semi-
skimmed or whole cow’s milk. There’s been a revolution, right? 
Many of us are now considering soya, oat and almond milks as 
mainstream alternatives. These businesses brought the party to 
the milk aisle through adopting a personality and a language that 
speaks to customers. 

The Secret Ingredient
Why is Mr. Krabs so protective over the Krabby Patty Formula? 
It’s what makes their burgers special and tastier than those at the 
Chum Bucket. Now ask yourself: “why would someone want to buy 
my product despite fierce competition?” This is your unique value 
proposition (USP). You need to develop this into a clear statement 
about what outcomes a customer can expect from choosing to 
invest in you. It’s a competitive market out there, so you need to 
explain what sets you apart and makes you the perfect choice for 
your dream customers. Consider the following…
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1. Who are you targeting?
2. What needs or wants of your customers are you fulfilling?
3. What’s your product or service?
4. What are the benefits of your product or service?
5. Why is that different from alternatives?

Here’s an important point: benefits and features do differ. Imagine 
you’re strolling to work when, suddenly, there’s a downpour. 
Luckily, you have packed an umbrella. The features are it’s 
lightweight, foldable and durable. But, it benefits you by keeping 
you dry, presentable and therefore, happy.

If you can clearly identify your USP, then you can find your special 
spot within the market and eliminate the competition from your 
customer’s list of options. You’re the one for them and you can 
totally embrace that.

The Building Blocks
One of the most common mistakes we see from small businesses is 
sole consideration for logo design. If you’ve only designed a logo for 
your brand, then you could be attracting the wrong audience. Your 
branding may not be working right for you. In order to create a 
successful brand, you need to consider the following building blocks 
developed by esteemed marketing professor, Keller (2009):

• Prominence: knowing firmly who you are and creating brand 
awareness.

• Imagery: extrinsic properties of your brand such as corporate 
identity.

• Feelings: how do consumers feel when they interact with your 
brand?

• Resonance: does the consumer want a relationship with your 
brand?
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You begin with prominence and build up to resonance. By 
achieving the right prominence combined with depth of awareness, 
you’ll achieve resonance amongst your audience. Once your 
audience resonates with you, you can cultivate loyalty amongst fans. 

Strong prominence is vital. A preference for a familiar brand is 
not just an instinctive response. If a person is exposed to a brand 
multiple times, they presume that the company has spent money 
to support the brand. In their mind, they know a company would 
not spend money on bad products, so the brand must be good and 
therefore, trustworthy (Aaker, 2010).

The imagery supports feelings and resonance. According to revered 
art director, David Crow (2003) images are vehicles of message 
and meaning which your audience subconsciously decodes. This is 
called Semiology (a general science of signs). It is a theory proposed 
in the early 1900s by a Swiss professor and American philosopher 
named Saussure and Peirce, respectively. They were concerned 
with the theory of how a sign sends a message which we can 
understand and how the meaning of that sign is formed.

British visual semiotician, David Chandler (2014) explains 
how Saussure’s model involved the ‘signifier’ which is a word 
or image and the ‘signified’ is the connotations of that word or 
image. When discussing the signified, it may be detonative or 
connotative. Denotations are the factual meanings of a sign, 
whereas connotations are more personal associations of the sign. 
For example, the heart is an organ which pumps blood throughout 
the body, however it connotes love and warmth which is why it is a 
popular visual for brand communications. Everyone has differing 
associations with signs which is why your identity can affect the 
way your audience feels. 

If you understand what inspires your audience and how they may 
feel, then you’re already half-way to owning your brand! If not, 
who would your dream customer or client be? Don’t be afraid to be 
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ambitious. Create a customer profile for them. This could include: 
name, gender, social grade, age, profession, monthly disposable 
income, lifestyle, favourite brands, favourite entertainment, online 
landscape and favourite media type.

If you provide particular meaning or importance for someone in a 
personal or emotional way, then you gain resonance. People who 
resonate with your brand are likely to become your ambassadors 
who will endlessly recommend you to their friends and family. The 
right branding will attract your dream audience and therefore, 
keep your business afloat!

Creating a Personality
Personality makes a company feel more human which encourages 
emotional connections with your customers. By personifying your 
business, communicating with those customers becomes natural 
because you’ll know in your heart whether you need to be playful 
or serious, cutting-edge or traditional. If you’ve not considered its 
personality, then you could be sending out mixed-messages!

As researched by social psychologist, Jennifer Aaker, there are five 
different dimensions to ponder in order to develop an authentic 
brand personality (1997). These are: sincerity, excitement, 
competence, sophistication and ruggedness. Consider how your 
brand rates in each of these. A sincere brand evokes warmth and 
acceptance. An exciting brand is one which is bold, radical and 
ambitious. Competence suggests a sense of responsibility and 
reliability. A sophisticated brand connotes glamour and luxury. 
Finally, ruggedness signifies masculinity and grit.

We use brands as a form of expression, so therefore, we display a 
preference to brands with specific personalities ( just like friends). 
Consider the personality traits of your dream audience in order to 
develop your brand’s own mannerisms.
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What’s in a Name?
One of the most important branding decisions you’ll make is 
naming your business (similarly to naming a baby). So, it’s no 
surprise it’s so difficult! When we first started out, we found it 
embarrassing to share our business’ name. Can you believe it? 
Hindsight is a beautiful thing and we now realise that its seemingly 
random nature is great for making it memorable. As well as being 
sweet, it’s sticky too. For a business name to be successful, it needs 
to stick in your audience’s mind. If your customers can’t remember 
what you’re called, how do you expect them to call you?

The ultimate goal for brand awareness is where customers can 
only recall your name for a particular product. However, this can 
become tragic when the name becomes so common that it is no 
longer protectable (Aaker, 2010). Think of Sellotape and Aspirin 
whose trademark has now been genericised. This same problem 
crops ups for businesses with descriptive names.

However, this doesn’t mean you can’t use a descriptive name. This 
is great for straight-talking, no-nonsense brands who thrive off 
clear communication and giving the customer exactly what they 
need. A few examples of brands who have succeeded with this are 
Slimfast and General Motors. Although, do think about the future. 
Will your name become irrelevant as your company diversifies its 
offering?

Giving one’s own name to a business is another popular choice. 
When you create an eponymous brand, again, think about the 
future. In 10 years’ time, the opportunity to sell your business may 
arise. If you sell your business and move onto pastures new, would 
you like to be associated with your old business? Your old business 
may make a controversial decision or move away from your 
original values. If it’s under your name, it could tarnish you too! It’s 
a similar situation when the boot is on the other foot. It may make 
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it more difficult to sell your business if there is a dispute connected 
to you or your name. It can make sense to keep your personal and 
work life separate... Unless your business is all about you!

An alternative option is to get creative and invent your own name. 
We may be bias as this is exactly what we did! We needed a name 
that was completely unique. Why? We could still alter our business 
strategy, it was simple finding our domain and social handles, and 
it was easier to trademark. The cherry on the top of this cake is the 
memorability factor! Abstract names are distinctive and therefore, 
simple to remember.

As you may have now figured, there are positives and negatives for 
every option. A random name with no meaning may draw a blank 
in your customer’s mind. They won’t have a clue about who you 
are, what you do or how you do it. Invented names can sometimes 
be difficult to pronounce too, so try not to pick anything too 
obscure.

When you’ve finally whittled your list of names down to one, don’t 
be shy about it. So many people don’t say their name enough! Ok, 
we understand, it may feel a bit strange to repetitively shout about 
your business, but if you don’t - no one else will. Remember, there 
is a separation between you and your business, so you don’t need 
to feel self-conscious. Be confident about your service and your 
audience will too.

When presenting your business, don’t forget to include its name. 
Say it three times throughout your pitch. It’s all about keeping your 
brand on the tip of their tongue. By enforcing memorability, your 
audience will always know who to recommend.

Overall, consider what connotations your name is delivering to 
your audience. Is it expressing friendliness, professionalism or a 
sense of adventure? Use the right words in order to connect the best 
type of emotions with your brand.
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Creating a Visual Identity
It can be easy to get carried away with the visuals of your brand, 
ultimately, we all love to enjoy beautiful things. Visuals aid 
understanding and evoke emotion. However, your brand identity 
will never meet its full potential without proper foundations.

We live in a society where looks are important and - yes - we do 
judge books by their covers. Especially when it comes to purchasing 
products or services. For example, when you see a beautifully 
packaged box of chocolates, you feel enticed to purchase them. 
You imagine the luxurious, creaminess of the indulgence within; it 
provides soothing relief at the end of a busy day. Only, when you 
open the box, the inside packaging is battered, and the chocolate 
is crumby. Naturally, you feel cheated, decide not to trust that 
chocolate brand again and warn all your friends. The chocolate’s 
message was confusing as their visuals said luxury, but their 
product said otherwise. Your brand message should be at the core 
of everything you do. It will keep you on the road to success. 

Once you’ve nailed your brand foundations, you can turn to the 
extrinsic properties of your brand and create a visual identity. 
Brand consultant, Fiona Humberstone, prescribes a vital piece 
of advice when visualising your brand (2017). Separate yourself 
and personal tastes from the business as you may not be your own 
customer. Take care to imagine your audience; what would they 
like to see?

Work with your designer to cultivate the perfect brand recipe that 
reflects you. Designers are experts in form, function, the art and 
psychology behind visuals. They have the know-how to transform 
your message seamlessly across multiple outputs and elevate your 
brand. This said, non-designers can get to grips with visuals 
through some ‘Do-It-Yourself ’ tips: 
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• Pair two to three complimentary typefaces. This 
will help you to create hierarchy and interest in your designs. 
When in doubt, keep it simple.  

• Consider colour carefully. Take time to study colour 
psychology and theory. Colour is a crucial aspect of semiotics 
as it can be used to represent abstract ideas. For example, 
red symbolises stops and green means go, as described by 
practised design professors, Crowley and Heyer (1999). They 
can have either negative or positive associations depending on 
the audience. For example, green may encourage memories 
of a stroll in the park or red may remind a person of a fatal 
accident. This is why colour has a huge ability to affect 
emotions and why it should be used carefully. If colour is used 
in an effective way, it can focus your audience and enable 
you to connect with them. In most cases, it’s best to use white 
generously and stick to just a few accent colours.  

• Space is your friend. It can be tempting to throw 
everything into a design! Hold back and let give your visuals 
some space to breathe. This can help your audience to digest 
information. 

Get the Most from Your Designer
Be proactive, organised and efficient as you can be. If you 
can provide your designer with a brief, relevant resources and assets, 
you will save valuable time. In turn, you’ll get your designs quicker!
 
Who are your key stakeholders? Decide who will be 
leading the project and providing feedback before the 
project starts. Clients have been known to introduce their 
husband and young children to the project at the final minute. It 
can be easy to get swept up in the excitement of branding but take a 
moment to think... Who knows your brand best? Probably not your 
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infant son! They will inevitably compare your logo to their favourite 
snack. Prevent risky changes and save your time and money.

You’re the boss (but make it a team effort)! Build a 
collaborative relationship with your designer; it will be better for 
both parties. 

Be timely with feedback. If the designs are urgent, keep things 
ticking along by keeping your designer informed, simple! 

Pay peanuts, get monkeys. Professional designs can be a huge 
investment and money doesn’t grow on trees! That said, unless 
you’re offering a truly collaborative experience, don’t expect your 
designer to work for free. Like you, their work has value. 

Trust. Creative editor, Drew de Soto, draws a good comparison 
(2017). If you go to a mechanic to get your car fixed you’d trust 
their expert opinion, right? Do give creative suggestions to your 
designer but trust their expertise. 

Get it in writing. Confusion can destroy relationships. Your 
designer should provide you with an agreement. Check it before 
you start!

These quick tips can help you to set the foundations of a successful 
brand that develops with a changing marketplace. You can 
clearly define your brand - great - what’s next? We’ll guide you 
through taking your branding to the next level through clever 
implementation and activation.
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Imagine. Create. Conquer. 

Repeat as necessary.
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Part Two
Implementing your Brand
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Love your Guidelines
You’ve invested time in courting your business’ new identity, so in 
your mind, you know this logo is ‘the one’. It’s time to commit and 
your designer reads your vows. “I do”, you chirp as you sign off the 
final designs and prepare for your future work-life with a new look 
in hand. Boy, you cannot wait to flaunt it!

It’s your branding honeymoon. The beginning of a new age and 
you want to set off, best foot forward. Your intentions are good 
and you’re in love with your business’ new identity. However, 
no amount of love can disguise the mountain of challenges on 
the horizon. Somehow, the courting period is a just rose-tinted 
memory. You need support.

Wedding analogies aside, beautiful design is a large commitment, 
yet worthwhile investment. It can transform the way your audience 
sees you. It sure makes sense to maintain your professional image. 
How do you achieve this though? Your brand guidelines can help.

So many guidelines live in desk drawers, ignored and filed away. 
If that sounds like yours, whip it out and dust it off. It shouldn’t 
be a lacklustre report full of dull instructions (and if it is, then 
where’s your sense of imagination?)  It should be a positive 
narrative about the brand’s life which inspires you and your team 
to feel enthusiastic about their roles. The clue is in the name, it’s 
a ‘guide’ and should be treated like one. See your guidelines as an 
opportunity to explore the brand’s possibilities, not a ball and chain.

Use your guidelines to maintain a coherent brand and refer to them 
when creating brand visuals. Deciding which logo, fonts or colours 
to use should become automatic as your brand becomes more 
engrained in your mind. Are you forgetful? Print them out and 
display them in your work space. See these elements as ingredients 
for your business’ recipe which, over time, you memorise.
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We understand that a business’ vision is created by you, it’s 
founder. Once your business grows, it should be shared by your 
team. Ensure they can continue your vision through passing the 
guidelines onto them. They’ll soon be communicating your ethos 
like the expert you are!

Master your Marketing
Do you remember our suggestion about creating a customer 
profile? It’s time to wave hello to the one you’ve (hopefully) 
completed. You have an amazing product and you know exactly 
who you need to market to; brilliant! Now you’ve just got to 
bridge the gap, but how will you do this? In order to have a viable 
business model, you need to communicate your product and, most 
importantly, your USP to the customer.

To channel, is to direct something towards a particular end. The 
end being your customer. If you don’t have channels, how do you 
expect to communicate to your audience? You need to compel 
new customers to buy and gently encourage current customers to 
continue doing business with you (Humberstone, 2017).

Now, don’t despair. Gone are the days when we sent messages 
through two tin cans and a string. You can communicate your 
brand and its USP through an array of channels:

• Website
• Social Media
• Search Engines
• Brick and Mortar Stores
• Direct Mail
• Email
 
Yet, fifty years ago, brand consistency across media was a breeze 
because of the limited choice. Nowadays, with the array of 
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marketing channels, it can be bewildering to strategise. How 
do you coordinate communication without diluting the brand? 
(Aaker, 2010). When it comes to social media, we’re all feeling 
an obligation to commit to every network possible! It’s ‘free’ 
advertising, right? However, don’t forget to really tune into what 
social media your audience is using (if they even use it).

A common mistake is spreading yourself too thin. Take on the 
channels you can manage well and are most appropriate for your 
audience. Refer back to your customer profile. What magazines 
does your dream customer read? What social media are they using 
regularly? This is where you need to position yourself. For example, 
Twitter and LinkedIn are best for business to business. On the 
other hand, Instagram and Facebook are better for business to 
consumer. Although, this isn’t set in stone.

When sharing your brand across channels, ensure you carry 
your brand’s tone of voice across all communication to build 
rapport and convey your personality. Express your value explicitly 
and start with your best foot forward. It is essential that brands 
protect themselves from gaining a bad reputation as recovery can 
sometimes be impossible as your customers’ doubts are difficult 
to change once tarnished (Aaker, 2010). Unfortunately, no one is 
going to blow your trumpet or read between the lines in order to 
understand why you’re the best. It’s time to blow your trumpet and 
march to the beat of your own drum. 

This is no secret. We are all using marketing to elevate our brands, 
so how are you going to sparkle? You need to go above and beyond 
your competitors by cultivating meaningful relationships with 
your customers. It makes sense to build on brand loyalty. It’s much 
more expensive to attract new customers than retain existing ones 
so ensure your fans feel appreciated. An easy way to do this is to 
respond to all feedback and comments, after all, no one wants 
to feel ignored! Your audience will love you for this and will feel 
included in your brand. Be friendly and authentic to what you offer.
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Furthermore, show you care through beautiful presentation and 
attention to detail. In the mind of your customers, sloppy visuals 
mean a sloppy service. Perceived quality as a brand asset is vital as it 
drives sales. Quality is usually at the heart of the customer’s decision 
to buy. It reflects a measure of general ‘goodness’ which spreads to 
other elements of the perception of the brand (Aaker, 2010).

Customers will reminisce about how you made them feel, so make 
them feel good! Think of novel ways you can leave your audience 
with a lasting memory of your business. This could be through 
luxe packaging, a thank you card or customisation. We connect 
- emotionally - to a brand backed by a human-led story. Aim to 
cultivate authenticity and trust amongst your audience through 
personal touches. Achieve this and you’re bound to be memorable.

Now go forth and deliver your USP to the customer in an 
experience-driven manner which is sure to make them smile.

Brand Activation
Brands are increasingly expected to surprise and delight consumers 
through exciting experiences rather than traditional advertising 
methods. You can activate your brand through experiential 
marketing and ‘retailtainment’. By encouraging customers to 
sit and stay they are more likely to invest in your brand both 
financially and emotionally.

You need customers to invest in your brand. Kevin Lane Keller 
defines brand equity “in terms of the marketing effects uniquely 
attributable to the brand” (1993, p.1). Direct sales due to the 
marketing of your product or service because of its brand name is 
clearly valuable. Brand equity is vital in a competitive marketplace 
with high advertising costs and demanding customers. The more 
valuable your brand equity is, the more efficient your marketing 
will be. 
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With any marketing activity your eventual end goal is to make 
sales. After all, we’ve all got to put food on the table (and that’s 
OK)! You need to activate your brand in order for the consumer to 
react favourably and part with their hard-earnt-cash. High levels 
of brand awareness and a positive brand image make you a more 
likely choice for customers and builds brand loyalty (Keller, 1993).

So, where do you start? Brand awareness can be built through 
improving a customers’ ability to recognise and recall a brand. It’s 
a huge factor in customers’ decision making. Make choosing you a 
no-brainer by personally involving the customer with your brand. 
If the customer connects with you emotionally, there’s a higher 
potential of them investing in you financially too.  One company 
who knows how to pull on their customers’ heartstrings is John 
Lewis. Why, their Christmas campaigns can thaw the iciest of 
hearts! The Telegraph crowned the retailer “the king of Christmas 
advertising” and their television advertisements are miniature 
epics racking up millions of views on YouTube (2017). They also 
translate into multiple marketing channels. We were delighted to 
partner with the brand in 2017 (celebrating their hotly anticipated 
campaign) through introducing festive retail theatre. Joyful 
customers were invited to take a breather and be captured with, the 
star of the campaign, Moz the Monster. We visualised the fictional 
character with customers using the power of illustration; this made 
it a truly imaginative and interactive activity for all involved. This 
elevated John Lewis’ brand awareness and placed them in the hearts 
and minds of their customers who snapped up the Moz merchandise.

Imaginative brand activation is important for trailblazers too. 
Don’t get complacent with lack of competition – Marmite certainly 
don’t! Their Gene Project is engaging customers, young and 
old, throughout the nation (2018). They are taking advantage of 
their famous brand message by claiming you’re born a lover or a 
hater (and there’s scientific evidence)! This has been a catalyst for 
conversation and has evoked a personal reaction amongst lovers 
and haters alike. Marmite are tempting those who claim to be 
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haters through a Taste Face Test and Gene Kit to discover the truth. 
Who knows, they may be converted? 

A strong image enables the brands to command higher price tags 
and makes marketing more efficient. The brand familiarity and 
positive customer connections means less enforcement is required 
through advertising. 

Taking the Leap
You’ve dreamed, planned and exerted your way to the starting blocks. 
Yes, this is only the start! Once you have your created your brand and 
strategy, it’s time to put it to the test, but, we must warn you – it’s not a 
linear journey.

Now, don’t start calling us ‘Debbie Downers’. The journey is going to 
be super exciting and you’re going to make more progress than you 
ever dreamed was possible. You will achieve this when you think big 
and set objectives in order to reach your goals.

Imagine yourself in five years’ time. Think about where you are, what 
you’re doing and who you’re with. Be ambitious. If you want to grow 
a big brand, you need to stop thinking small. The difference between 
your vision and your present situation is what you do in the meantime. 

If you don’t set clearly defined goals, how do you expect to make 
decisions in order to achieve them? Goals should be SMART: specific, 
measurable, achievable, relevant and time limited. By attaching 
timelines and ensuring it is attainable, you will feel confidence and 
optimism about your goals. 

Your short-term goals will support your long-term goals and keep 
you focused on what you have a burning desire to achieve. If you feel 
yourself getting lost, go back to visioning and remind yourself why 
you’re building a brand.
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Trust the process. A little progress each day will add up to big 
results. Go and build an incredible brand you’re proud to shout 
about!
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Don’t deliver a product, 

deliver an experience.
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Know your mission and 

make it powerful.
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Mindset is what separates 

the best from the rest.
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